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“The book”, “the bible”: O’Neill’s 1001 Gems
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Doherty, 2022 

• Proposed an annotation scheme
• Applied that scheme to 365 double jigs (later expanded to all 1001)
• Analysed types of structure (“period”, “sentence”, “hybrid”, “allied”, 

“non-standard”)
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Annotation scheme

There are usually 2 or 3 main parts, of 8 bars each, possibly repeated, possibly with alternate endings.
The first bar is labelled a. For each subsequent bar: 
• If it’s the same or almost the same as a previous bar, it gets the same label.
• If it’s similar to a previous bar (50% or more, or a transposition), it’s labelled as a variation, eg a1.
• Otherwise, it gets the next sequential letter.
• If a bar is similar to a bar in a previous part, the label is prefixed with the part name, eg Ad.
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Strings representing structure

Showing A parts only

Shandon Bells:     a b  a1c  a b  d e
The Pipers’ Picnic:  a b  a c  a b  a1d
The Yellow Flail: a b c d e c1 f g
Johnny’s Wedding: a a1 a b a a1 c d
Lough Allen: a a1 a b a a1 c d

Observations:
• Focus on A part for now
• Distinct tunes may have same structure
• Always begins with ‘a’
• Prefix structure
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Prefix tree

Also known as “trie”. A tree structure where every node’s label is the prefix of the label of each of its children.

root
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The full prefix tree (1001 tunes)

Now rotated, ie root at the top

root

Problems:
• Unwieldy
• Text too small
• Tune titles not shown
• No search / filter
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Idea: a user interface for exploring the prefix tree data structure

Kieran Jayes (final-year computer science student, University of Galway) co-designed and implemented

Requirements:

• Display the prefix tree structure
• Nodes labelled with structure or structure prefix
• Final nodes labelled with tune title
• Zoom / collapse / expand levels of the tree
• Search / filter
• Can work on new corpora
• Show and play score for each tune

The application was implemented and hosted using Firebase, Node, Typescript, React, and D3. 

User interface: https://fyproject-98a82.firebaseapp.com/
Data files: https://gist.github.com/jmmcd/7fefb0fea2a4d00d74f6a3a8eaab81cf

https://fyproject-98a82.firebaseapp.com/
https://gist.github.com/jmmcd/7fefb0fea2a4d00d74f6a3a8eaab81cf
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User interface: preparing the graph

We can choose just A parts or all parts; and choose tune type, eg Double Jig. Search by title also available.
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Analysis

Doherty (2002) went on to analyse main structure types (left). The prefix tree enables a different view (collapsed view, right).
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Structure occurrences

Some structures are unique; others occur many times
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Most common structures

abacabde (33 occurrences), abcdabce (37), abcdabef (37)
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Click a tune title for score and playback

These are from The Session, a crowd-sourced repository with many variants, so not fully reliable

click
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Thanks

Co-authors: Seán for contacting us and providing data; Kieran for design and implementation
Funders: Polifonia project funded by EU Horizon 2020
Collaborators: all in Polifonia, especially Danny Diamond
Workshop organiser: David Meredith


